The actress’ highly anticipated film ABCD2 released in the theatres on Friday — which for all of Mumbai, was marked by the deluge. Shraddha was worried that her film’s opening collections at the box office would take a direct hit from the showers, with the audiences staying away...
The study of the US found that, when given identical applications from a male and female candidate, the candidate being named 'Jennifer' had a much higher chance of being offered a position than the candidate being named 'John'. This was even more so when the job applicant was male. The study revealed that, when given identical qualifications, male candidates were more likely to be chosen for jobs than female candidates.

A study in the UK found that, when given identical applications from a male and female candidate, the candidate being named 'Jennifer' had a much higher chance of being offered a position than the candidate being named 'John'. This was especially true when the job applicant was male. The study revealed that, when given identical qualifications, male candidates were more likely to be chosen for jobs than female candidates.

Dr Tessy Thomas tells us how having Dr Abdul Kalam as the director of the DRDO when she joined had a huge impact on her career.

The importance of having an egalitarian workplace and colleagues cannot be stressed enough. Prof Rohini Godbole always says that it is her learning happened after she took the National Science Talent Search (NSTU) exam, and having received the scholarship, her career development path since then has been a great boost.
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